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HUNTER HOUSE – 2019, OIL ON CANVAS, 24 X 36 INCHES

David Klein Gallery, 163 Townsend Street, Birmingham, Michigan, is pleased to announce
the opening of Night Moves, an exhibition of new paintings by Trevor Young. A reception
for the artist will take place on Saturday, September 7th from 5pm to 7pm.
Trevor Young is known for his depictions of everyday places, illuminated by artificial light.
His favorite subjects are what he calls “non-places”; gas stations, ATMs, airports, and fast
food stops along the road. All places on the way to your destination, not the destination
itself.
Describing his work in the Night Moves exhibition Young states: “I move in the night, when

gas stations, roadside stands, and diners awaken from the daytime. This is when I become
active and alert. These modest architectural structures selected from my trips to Detroit
and its suburbs take on a new sense of geometry and identity as the sun vanishes. The
architecture in my work is about the essential parts of its form and I remove everything
else. Light hovers above, but not from the moon. An incandescent bulb mixing with
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fluorescent tubes on the side of a diner captures my eye. Its contrast and excitement are
my subject.”
Young’s paintings further his assertion that even the most unpretentious places can be
worthy of a second glance. Here he offers us moody nighttime images of favorite Detroit
spots such as Hunter House, TelWay, and White Tower, all offering seemingly timeless
views of American life. Especially beautiful is his painting Skyline (Detroit), a dramatically
atmospheric view of the Detroit riverfront with the glowing lights of the Belle Isle Bridge in
the foreground.
Trevor Young lives and works in Washington, D.C.

Skyline (Detroit) – 2019, Oil on canvas, 48 x 60 inches
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